
JUDGING PERSONALITY

People with the Judging (J) trait do not like to keep their options open â€“ they would Prospecting personality types are
also likely to focus more on what makes.

Judging and Perceiving Extraversion and Introversion When we talk about "extraversion" and "introversion",
we are distinguishing between the two worlds in which all of us live. Introvert Perceivers IP types in particular
struggle with what they perceive as overbearing behavior from Judgers since from their vantage point
individual concerns the central focus of IP types are being steamrolled and violated. They therefore expect that
their conclusions will more or less be met with unanimity. When they are alone, however, people with this
personality type may rely more on their introverted thinking. We are making decisions in the Thinking mode
when we: Research a product via consumer reports, and buy the best one to meet our needs Do "The Right
Thing", whether or not we like it Choose not to buy a blue shirt which we like, because we have two blue
shirts Establish guidelines to follow for performing tasks We are making decisions in the Feeling mode when
we: Decide to buy something because we like it Refrain from telling someone something which we feel may
upset them Decide not to take a job because we don't like the work environment Decide to move somewhere
to be close to someone we care about Some decisions are made entirely by Thinking or Feelings processes.
Hopefully by understanding their worldview and process as Judgers we can be a bit more patient the next time
one not so subtly expresses his or her opinionâ€¦ Learn More in Our eBooks:. Prospecting personality types
are also likely to focus more on what makes them happy as opposed to what their parents, employers, or
teachers expect â€” if a specific task is not that important or interesting, a Prospecting individual will always
be able to come up with something better to do. References Jung, C. When we are inside our own minds, we
are "introverting". Inferior: Extraverted Sensing While this is a less developed and largely unconscious aspect
of the INFJ, it does have an impact on personality. Even when they don't take on overt leadership roles, they
often act as quiet influencers behind the scenes. Allow time to them to prepare. Judgers are marked by their
strong desire to facilitate consistency and order in the outside worldâ€”either systematically among objects Te
or relationally among people Fe. INFJs sometimes struggle to say no to other people's requests for this reason.
Judgers want things settled, Perceivers want thing open-ended. Acknowledge the need for closure and short
time schedules. Show your achievements and results. Itemize achievements and decisions reached so far. They
are so attuned to what other people are feeling that they fear causing disappointment or hurt feelings. Thinking
preference means an individual makes decisions based on logical reasoning, and is less affected by feelings
and emotions. It is not always practical, or even possible, to survey every potential individual consideration or
objection before a decision must be made. The following statements generally apply to me: I like to have
things decided. This personality type has nothing to do with your skills of observation, i. Whether they use the
Sensing preference or the Intuitive preference, they are still interacting in the outside world. See also. The
Extraversion-Introversion preference sets the direction of the dominant function: the direction points to the
source of energy that feeds it â€” i. Extroverted sensing also helps INFJs better live in the present moment,
rather than simply worrying about the future. Perceiving Perceivers perceive structure as being more limiting
than enabling. While they may veer towards the more self-disciplined, and assertive part of the personality
spectrum, it does not mean that they are bad, rigid, aloof robots. In contrast, Prospecting P individuals are
much more flexible and relaxed when it comes to dealing with both expected and unexpected challenges.
People and objects simply do not exist as islands. INFJs are interested in helping others and making the world
a better place. Present a timetable and stick to it or provide maximum warning if not. However, wise Judgers
have a place on the personality spectrum and do play an important role in society. Each type possesses a
dominant function that is the core characteristic of each type. A structured, self-disciplined, responsible person
who likes clarity, is a boon to your team at work; and when it comes to personal relationships, you will always
know where you stand with them. I appear to be task oriented. Since this pair only describes what I prefer in
the outer world, I may, inside, feel flexible and open to new information which I am. Perceivers may see them
as rigid and opinionated. Bring in new ideas and possibilities. They have a vivid inner life, but they are often
hesitant to share this with others except for perhaps those closest to them. Keen readers of course will interpret
this as a euphemistic way of saying that Judgers have a tendency to come off as a wee bit, wellâ€¦domineering.



JUDGING PERSONALITY

They prefer to keep their choices open so they can cope with many problems that the know life will put in
their way.


